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a b s t r a c t

Network on Chip (NoC) is a prevailing communication platform for multi-core embedded systems.
Wireless network on chip (WNoC) employs wired and wireless technologies simultaneously to improve
the performance and power-efficiency of traditional NoCs. In this paper, we propose a deterministic
and scalable arbitration mechanism for the medium access control in the wireless plane and present
its analytical worst-case delay model in a certain use-case scenario that considers both Real-time (RT)
and Non Real-time (NRT) flows with different packet sizes. Furthermore, we design an optimization
model to jointly consider the worst-case and the average-case performance parameters of the system.
The Optimization technique determines how NRT flows are allowed to use the wireless plane in a way
that all RT flows meet their deadlines, and the average case delay of the WNoC is minimized. Results
show that our proposed approach decreases the average latency of network flows up to 17.9%, and
11.5% in 5 × 5, and 6 × 6 mesh sizes, respectively.

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The wireless network on chip (WNoC) paradigm facilitates
ommunication among a large number of cores in an embedded
ystem, where, traditionally a wired network known as NoC was
he only means of communication. Previous studies (e.g., [1,2])
have demonstrated the implementation viability and the effec-
tiveness of the WNoC technology, however, this promising ap-
proach is not adequately employed to address the ever-increasing
challenges in the design of embedded systems. On the other hand,
the emergence of complex multi/many-core processors enables
the integration of a broad range of functionality on an embedded
system, which imposes new challenges to satisfy the desired
quality of service (QoS) level for each of them. There are two
main category of real-time (RT) and non real-time (NRT) data-
flows in these systems, where, the RT flows are time-critical and
extremely sensitive to the worst-case delay and bandwidth. NRT
flows, on the other hand, do not have stringent communication
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constraints. Still, it is possible to improve the QoS of NRT flows
by reducing their average delay and allocating more bandwidth to
them. Therefore, performance parameters, including the average
and worst-case metrics, are crucial design targets in multi-core
systems.

Most of the proposed designs in the domain of WNoCs
[3–9] have focused on average performance of the network. These
approaches cannot cover RT constraints, which are crucial for
real-time systems; hence they do not cover all the challenging
aspects of WNoC performance. On the other hand, the few works
that deal with QoS in WNoC [10–14] do not consider average
parameters simultaneously with their worst-case counterparts.
These approaches have concentrated on the RT flows and have
not considered the performance parameters of NRT flows in the
network.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that consid-
ers the average-case and the worst-case performance evaluation
for WNoC simultaneously. Our proposed approach focuses on
performance parameters of both RT and NRT flows. This approach
reduces the average network latency while ensuring that the
worst-case delay does not exceed its predetermined limit. To
this end, we design an optimization model to determine the
exact fractions of NRT flows which can use wireless links in
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way that all RT flows meet their timing deadlines. The pro-
osed optimization model investigates the overall status of the
etwork regarding average-case and worst-case timings of both
T and NRT flows. The main contributions of the paper can be
ummarized as follows:

(1) We design a scalable centralized arbiter to efficiently per-
form the medium access control in a wireless-enabled NoC
with mesh topology.

(2) We consider a general workload model with realtime (RT)
and non-realtime (NRT) traffic flows, where RT flows have
higher priority and lower data generation rate. Then, we
rigorously characterize the analytical worst-case delay
model of the proposed arbiter architecture, when the RT
and NRT flows, respectively, use the wireless and wired
planes.

(3) We design an optimization model to distribute RT and NRT
traffic flows between the wireless and wired planes to
improve the resource utilization and average-case delay.
The proposed model handles two common scenarios that
are not considered in the routing scheme where the RT
flows always use the wireless plane: (1) The injection rate
of the RT flows exceeds the capacity of the wireless plane,
which leads to the over-utilization of the wireless links and
excess latency and (2) The injection rate of the RT flows is
lower than the capacity of the wireless plane, which leads
to the under-utilization of the wireless links and waste of
resources. Our proposed model is computationally efficient
and is able to split the network flows optimally between
the wired and the wireless plane based on the average-
case and the worst-case delays. Through the optimization
problem, we minimize themaximum average latency of NRT
flows while respecting the deadlines (i.e., the worst-case
delay) of the RT flows. In this way, we guarantee that
the delay of any flow will not exceed the minimum value
obtained through the optimization process.

(4) We use real-world applications to extensively evaluate the
latency improvement and area-overhead of our proposed
architecture and optimization model.

.1. Paper organization

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
escribes the related works. We describe a generalized network
odel in Section 3 and a model that characterizes the worst-case
erformance of a WNoC in Section 4. In Section 5, we propose
ur optimization model for improving the worst and average
elays. Section 6 describes our evaluations, and finally, Section 7
oncludes the paper.

. Related works

We categorize the existing works in this domain into two
roups: (1) Modern architectures that consider the shortcomings
f the wired-only NoC with an emphasis on those that address the
pplicability and implementation of WNoCs; and (2) Mathemat-
cal performance optimization techniques that try to analytically
nalyze and optimize the NoC performance.

odern NoC architectures. In response to the ever-growing
ntegration levels and increased number of cores on a chip, the
rea of scalable and high-performance on-chip communication
as become an active field of research. Optical interconnects,
hree-dimensional integrated circuits (3D ICs), and wireless in-
erconnects are the most important alternatives to the traditional
lanar metal interconnects which cause multi-hop communica-
ions between distant blocks on a chip [15,16]. Optical architec-
ures, though, suffer from the high design complexity and high
2

area overhead that are imposed by the modules that convert
an electrical signal to light and vice versa. 3D architectures are
CMOS compatible. However, severe issues such as low yield,
high temperature, and alignment complications limit their per-
formance gain [17,18]. Wireless interconnects, on the other hand,
provide a viable solution to the latency and power inefficiency
of multi-hop communication employed in current wired-based
NoCs [19–22]. Moreover, due to the emergence of data-intensive
applications, the need to support multicast on-chip traffic to
meet the required higher performance levels has become one
of the principles of many-core chip design [10,23]. Indeed, a
little increment in multicast traffic, as it imposes unicast traffic
and consequently creates congestion, may lead to a substantial
throughput loss in on-chip communications. For improving the
throughput of multicast communications, network coding has
shown as (NC) has shown a viable solution. In this scheme, by
the cooperation of on-chip nodes and a coding unit, multiple
packets can be combined into a new one. In this way, the net-
work load is reduced, leading to improved link utilization and
network throughput. Authors in [23] have proposed a cooperative
NC approach, which realized through a corridor routing algo-
rithm (CRA) and adaptive flit dropping (AFD) scheme to support
NC-based multicast, avoiding congestion, and saving power. To
further improve the throughput of on-chip collective communi-
cation (i.e., broadcast and multicast), wireless NoC seems to be
a right option, which inherently is broadcast/multicast friendly
communication technology. Toward this end, authors in [10], by
integrating the congestion-aware routing protocol and network
coding techniques, provide a multicast-aware wireless NoC, that
could handle the high volume of multicast traffic along with the
reduction of energy dissipation of the chip.

Among the existing solution proposals for the implementation
of wireless interconnects, wireless RF paradigm is a scalable,
simple, and flexible option with broadcast capability [16,24]. This
capability is a crucial factor for applications like cache coher-
ence protocols, which can significantly benefit from multicast
or broadcast communications [3]. It is possible to realize On-
chip wireless communication at the core level through a cost-
effective RF paradigm by employing non-intrusive solutions and
eliminating the transmission lines, which reduce the chip floor-
planning costs. On the other hand, QoS is a crucial issue for
many application domains wherein traffic flows with real-time
requirements exist. In [25], authors try to realize guaranteed ser-
vices through best-effort mechanisms in NoCs. The architecture
proposed in [26] exploits the TDMA technique in packet-switched
networks to provide real-time guaranteed services. In [27], an
analytical method for calculating worst-case traffic delay in best-
effort NoCs without special hardware provisioning is presented.
Many other works have been proposed to provide real-time guar-
anteed services [3,28–30]. However, none of them calculate the
worst-case delay and bandwidth in hybrid wire/wireless NoCs.
Recent works have demonstrated that RF circuits operating at
100 GHz and above are realizable [31]. As well, they confirm that
constructing small-footprint antennas and other components that
operate at high frequencies are achievable [32,33].

Media Access Control (MAC) Protocol is one of the main
components of wireless NoC that control the access of competing
wireless nodes to the wireless channel. Prior works demon-
strated that the use of conventional MAC protocols such as
FDMA, CDMA, and token passing are inefficient in terms of chan-
nel utilization, area, and energy dissipation [34]. In [35], the
combination of TDMA and FDMA at the expense of multiple
wireless transceivers in each node is reported. In [34] a dis-
tributed MAC protocol has been proposed for millimeter-wave
smallworld wireless Network-on-Chip (mSWNoC). In mSWNoC
architecture, only a few numbers of distant nodes equipped to
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he antenna to construct long-range wireless shortcuts. So, the
uthors provide a MAC scheme that benefits from the fairness
f token-passing protocol, which utilizes a simple orthogonality
ode for requesting wireless channels. In this scheme, the grant
ransmission is not needed due to the distributed processing of
equests at each wireless node. A distributed priority multicast
AC protocol is published in [2,35]. In this scheme as the number
f wireless interconnects increases, the channel access time is
ncreased, so it is not suitable for a large NoC with a large number
f nodes equipped with a wireless antenna.
One of the essential factors in the performance of wireless

oC is determining the location of antennas [36]. Indeed, if there
re a limited number of wireless interconnects, the placement of
hese links must be optimized concerning traffic patterns. In this
ase, adopting a dead-lock free routing protocol is challenging
nd imperative. However, in this work, as each on-chip router is
quipped with an antenna, the problem of finding the optimum
ocations for deploying antennas will not exist. Also, as packets
n wireless plane travel to their destinations through one hop,
he frequent shuttling of packets between the wired and wireless
lanes will not occur. In this way, utilizing the traditional on-chip
outing protocols is a proper option for providing a deadlock-free
outing protocol.

athematical performance optimization. Optimization tech-
iques are commonly used for increasing the performance of
oCs [37]. Manna et al. [38] formulated the thermal-aware ap-
lication mapping in NoCs as an Integer Linear Program (ILP) to
educe the peak temperature and the sum of Manhattan distances
etween each pair of source and destination. Coskun et al. [39]
tilized an ILP model to compute an NoC task scheduling that
chieves the best possible temperature profile while meeting
he deadline and dependency constraints of the tasks. An op-
imization program for minimizing the peak NoC temperature
hat considers the applications hard deadlines was proposed
n [40]. None of these works consider the wireless connections
n their NoC models. A makespan minimization model for task
cheduling in wireless NoCs was designed in [41]. However, they
onsider a load-independent delay model for the wireless and
ired routers. Kim et al. [42] modeled the problem of Multiple
oltage Frequency Island (VFI) clustering in wireless NoCs as
0 − 1 quadratic programming. They use two different con-

tant values to distinguish the cost of inter- and intra-cluster
ommunication delay, which is assumed to be proportional to
he number of hop counts. Authors in [43] have demonstrated
hat the traditional analytical approaches fail to capture some
ritical characteristics of traffic which emerge in heterogeneous
etworks. So, they proposed a model that was enabled to an-
lyze the multi-fractal and non-stationary behavior of on-chip
raffics. Bogdan et al. have revealed that the multi-fractality and
on-stationary behavior of the on-chip computation and com-
unication workloads have a profound impact on temperature

egulation, voltage/frequency-island partitioning, and dynamic
ower management of a chip [44]. Consequently, he has provided
complex dynamics model for data-center-on-a-chip (DCoC)

latforms for regulating chip dynamics as a function of frequency.

. The network model

In this section, we elaborate our router model which is the
ey determinant component to characterize network behavior.
e employ the generic architecture shown in Fig. 1 that is

ntegrated with the wireless transceiver to provide wireless com-
unication for each core [3]. Considering RF research, applica-
le transceivers can be achieved by down-scaling power and
rea characteristics along with communication frequency [45,46].
tudies show that quadratically reduced passive elements can
3

Table 1
Network model parameters and symbols [27].
Parameter Description

Freq Clock rate of the system
a Number of registers used to segment NoC links
b1 Input buffer depth
b2 Number of pipeline stages in the router (0 if combinational)
b3 Output buffer depth
b := b1 + b2 + b3
Bd Buffer depth, := a + b1 + b2 + b3 = a + b
ts1 Packet injection latency at the source
ts2 Packet ejection latency at the destination
FlitWidth Links width of NoC (in bytes)
SWj The Switch with index j

be used as transceivers in fully WNoC platforms with 1 GHz
frequency [45,47,48]. In [47], a transceiver is presented in 65 nm
CMOS technology operating at 1.7 GHz with 0.34 mm2 and 98
mW area and power consumption characteristics, respectively.
Transceivers serialize and modulate processor communications at
a predefined frequency in the sender side. The reverse operation
occurs at the receiver side.

For generality, we consider a router with optional input and
output buffering schemes where for each physical link some vir-
tual channels are associated to multiplex the available bandwidth
of the wired connection. As in most of the on-chip applications,
packet dropping is not tolerable, we exploit the flow control
mechanism that applies back-pressure to avoid packet dropping.

Authors in [46] proposed a wireless many-core architecture
called Replica, for speed-up communication-intensive ordinary
data. In Replica, a dynamic MAC protocol has been introduced
that can dynamically switch between two different schemes, i.e.,
carrier sensing and token passing based on the wireless network
utilization pattern which could vary across different applica-
tions and also within an application. However, in this archi-
tecture, by considering approximation techniques, packets could
be selectively dropped for compromising accuracy for reduced
communication size.

To provide a fair, reliable and deterministic medium access for
all the cores on the chip, we consider a centralized controller,
shown in Fig. 2, to perform the media access control function in
a contention-free manner. When a core wants to send packets
through the wireless network, the MAC module should send a
request signal to the C-MAC through the wired control plane and
wait for a grant signal. The wired control plane is constructed
as follows: A pair of wires are routed from each router to the
C-MAC module, one for the request signal and the other for the
grant signal. The feasibility of routing such metallic wires to drive
signals across the chip within a single cycle is comprehensively
explained in [49].

Table 1 shows the network parameters that are required to
describe the network model, which are adopted from [27] and
extended towards our analysis. We define the parameter Freq and
FlitWidth as the operating frequency of all the cores and the width
of all the on-chip data links, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1, the
buffer depth parameter (i.e., Bd) represents the aggregate number
of buffers and registers between the arbitration points of switch j
and switch j+1. For simplicity, throughout the paper, we assume
the intermediate buffers and registers between the arbitration
points of two adjacent switches to be lumped, so we refer to the
output and input buffers of two adjacent switches equivalently.
The parameters b1 and b3 define the input and output buffer
depth of the switch, respectively. Note that the register depth
of the input buffer is assumed to be at least one. The number
of pipeline stages (registers) in the crossbar is denoted by b2 (if
pipelined). For generality, we assume that data links between

two adjacent switches can be pipelined, so we define parameter
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Fig. 1. Switch model and parameters [27].
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Fig. 2. Centralized Media Access Controller (C-MAC) based on Round-Robin
arbitration for wireless communications.

a as the number of registers along with each on-chip data link.
By this consideration, the propagation delay of the wires can be
compensated to boost the operating frequency of the NoC.

It is important to note that packets will always experience the
atencies characterized by parameters a and b2, and the latencies
haracterized by parameters b1 and b3 are seen by the packets
only in the case of congestion. Note that, in the absence of
congestion, input and output buffers can be traversed in a single
cycle. We index the switches in the path of a flow by j = 1 . . .m,
hile for source conflict modeling (i.e., sending more than one

low from the source) we also use j = 0 which represents a virtual
witch inside the source node. To model the latency overhead of
njecting a packet into the network at source and ejecting it at the
estination, we use parameters ts1 and ts2, respectively. To use
inite parameters, we assume that the receiving nodes are able to
ccept incoming data at any required rate.

. Analytic model of worst-case delay

We use the parameters listed in Table 2 to describe the NoC
lows, while the parameters that are required to model the per-
ormance of such flows are summarized in Table 3. We assume
he path of all flows are predefined and deterministic, so packets
o not experience deadlock and livelock along their routes from
source to a destination. Switches perform arbitration through

he Round-Robin fashion, so we have a confined maximum delay,
.e., there is no starvation despite the assumption that the current
 n

4

able 2
raffic model parameters.
Parameter Description

Fi ith traffic flow in the network
Li Length of the packets in Fi , in flits
Si Source node of Fi
Di Destination node of Fi
pi A packet in Fi
hi Number of switches (hops) along the path of Fi

flow served last. The upper bound delay for a packet of a spe-
cific flow Fi is denoted by UBi. Also, parameter MIi denotes the
maximum guaranteed interval after which the output buffer of a
specific switch becomes free for subsequent injection. Similar to
UBi, we define the parameter wUBi as the upper bound delay for
transmitting a packet of flow Fi through the wireless network.

4.1. Wired delay model

Here we calculate the parameter UBi (worst-case network
raversal latency) and MIi (maximum injection interval in worst-
ase situation) while three cases is considered: (a) Bd = L, (b)
Bd < L, and (c) Bd > L.

.1.1. Case Bd = L
By considering Bd = L we assume that one packet can fill up

he buffering space between two adjoining switches. For visual-
zing the worst-case situation, we assume the network is fully
oaded. By this assumption, all switches arbitrate every L cycles
imultaneously. In this case, packets follow each other and fill up
he buffers just as they become free.

To be more specific, when packet Pi is generated by Si, in the
orst-case condition, this packet experiences congestion along its
oute assuming that all intermediate buffers are filled by packets
f other flows. In this situation, all these packets must go through
nd free their buffers, before Pi can proceed to the next router.
or instance, when Pi reaches switch j, it experiences zc(i, j) times
rbitration losses, due to conflicts with other contending flows at
utput channel c of switch j. In other words, while we consider
ound-robin arbitration, all other contending flows must send
packet prior to Pi for realizing worst-case analysis. Evidently,

he order in which contending flows transmit their packets does

ot affect the worst-case delay calculation of Pi. So once a flow
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able 3
erformance model parameters [27].
Parameter Description

UBi Upper bound delay for a packet in flow Fi
MIi Maximum inter-packet-injection time of flow Fi
mIi Minimum inter-packet-injection time of flow Fi

uj
i The time needed for Pi to go from the input buffer of SWj

(j > 0) or from generating process in Si (j = 0) to the input
buffer of SWj+1 (0 ≤ j ≤ hi−1) or Dj (j = hi)

U j
i The time needed for Pi to go from the output buffer of SWj

(j > 0) or from the output buffer of Si (j = 0) to the output
buffer of SWj+1

z0(i, 0) Number of flows contending with Fi at Si
zc (i, j) Number of flows competing with Fi at SWj to access output

channel c

I(x) Index of the xth flow contending with Fi at Si (or SWj)

wins the arbitration it sends a packet. While the packet goes
through, the buffer space is freed flit by flit and the buffer content
is smoothly replaced with the flits of a packet from another
contending flow. Eventually, Pi can also make one hop progress.

The parameter uj
i represents the latency for the traversal of Pi

from the input buffer of switch j to the input buffer of switch j
+ 1, except for the last switch. Due to considering source conflict
(originating more than one flow from a source), we define the
parameter u0

i which represents the latency overhead of injecting
Pi by Si to be placed in the input buffer of the first switch of Fi. At
the destination (last switch), Pi should be ejected. So we have a
latency overhead of ejecting Pi, i.e., latency of putting Pi into the
input buffer of its destination Di. Considering the fixed latency for
creating and ejecting Pi, we can calculate the UBi from Eq. (1).

UBi = ts1 + ts2 +

∑
j

uj
i , j = o . . . hi (1)

The time period in which Si can inject packets is the latency
overhead of creating a packet, plus the latency overhead for this
packet to make progress to the input buffer of the first switch.
This time is represented by MIi, and described as:

MIi = ts1 + u0
i (2)

To model the latency overhead of traversing a packet from the
output buffer of switch j to output buffer of switch j+1, we define
the uppercase U j

i parameter.
Now, let us calculate the latency overhead for the traversal of

a packet Pi from its generating source Si to the input buffer of the
first switch along its route. This progress can occur after all exist-
ing packets leave the input buffer of the first switch. such existing
packet either belongs to the current flow Fi or contending flows
at the output port of Si. The worst-case latency for traveling any
existing packet to free up the buffer space is given by MAXx(U0

i ,
U0
I(x)), where I(x) is the index of flows contending with Fi at the

output channel of Si. Of course, all contending flows with Fi must
send a packet before Pi in a worst-case analysis. So the delay for
Pi to reach the input buffer of the first switch along its route is
given by:

u0
i = MAXx(U0

i ,U0
I(x)) =

∑
x

U0
I(x) , x = 1 . . . z0(i, 0) (3)

We can calculate u0
i for subsequent hops similarly:

uj
i = MAXx(U

j
i ,U

j
I(x)) =

∑
x

U j
I(x) , x = 1 . . . zc(i, j), 1 ≤ j ≤ hi (4)

Note that, in the case where there is no contending flow with
F , then the above equation can be reduced to uj

= U j. This results
i i i

5

from the fact that packets move based on a pipeline fashion
through the network.

For calculating U j
i values, we consider a packet Pi traverses

from the output buffer of switch j to the output buffer of switch
j + 1. This traversal can occur if any existing packets at output
buffer of the switch j + 1 move to the output buffer of switch
j + 2. Similar to the above calculation, The latency overhead of
such a movement in worst-case situation can be obtained from
MAXx(U

j+1
i , U j+1

I(x) ). In this equation, we can see that the upper
bond delay at switch j depends on the delay values at switch
j + 1. Thus, we can calculate the U j

i values through the following
equation:

U j
i = MAXx(U

j+1
i ,U j+1

I(x) ) =

∑
x

U j+1
I(x) , x = 1 . . . zc(i, j + 1),

1 ≤ j ≤ hi − 1 (5)

At the last switch, the packet is ejected from the output buffer.
y assuming one flit per cycle ejection rate, a packet can be
jected in Li cycles. Thus,
hi
i = Li , U

hI(x)
I(x) = LI(x) (6)

.1.2. Case Bd < L
The second case considers Bd < L. In this case, each packet

ccupies more buffering space than buffering space between the
rbitration points of two adjacent switches. Therefore, a new
arameter δ

j
i is introduced which shows the worst-case delay for

packet to leave a router. Indeed this parameter represents the
umber of cycles between the moment that header flit of Pi enters
he arbitration point of switch j + 1 to the moment that the tail
lit leaves the arbitration point of switch j. This parameter, as is
resented in Eq. (7), can extend relations as mentioned earlier
n Eqs. (1) to (6). The δ

j
i parameter would be zero for the case

d = L.

j
i =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
∑s

k=1 u
j+k
i when j + s ≤ hi

∑hi−j
k=1 u

j+k
i + (j + s − hi) × Bd when j + s ≥ hi , j = 0...hi

(7)

Considering the Bd < L assumption, when the header flit of
he packet resides in the arbitration point of switch j+1, the rest
f flits of that packet reside in S = L − Bd − 1 latter switches
nd has not passed the arbitration point of switch j. Therefore,
he header must at least traverse S switches to ensure that the
ail flit has passed the arbitration point of switch j. The j+ s ≤ hi
ondition in δ

j
i occurs when remaining switches of the flow i is

maller than S.
In the case Bd < L, the U j

i parameter is calculated from Eq. (8).
t shows the worst-case delay between entering the header flit of
i to the arbitration point of switch j + 1 and the time when the
ail of the packet leaves that point.
j
i = MAXx(U

j+1
i − δ

j+1
i ,U j+1

I(x) − δ
j+1
I(x) ) =

∑
x

U j+1
I(x) + δ

j+1
i ,

x = 1...zc(i, j + 1), 1 ≤ j ≤ hi − 1 (8)

nd
hi
i = L (9)

.1.3. Case Bd > L
The third case considers Bd > L and buffering space can

e filled with multiple packets. This situation can be imagined
y putting the proper number of dummy switches between the
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Fig. 3. Dummy switch insertion in the case Bd = 2L.

Table 4
Wireless network model parameters and symbols.
Parameter Description

wUBi Upper bound delay for sending a packet Pi of Fi through the
wireless network

ART Worst-case latency for acquiring a grant from C-MAC

tr Latency overhead for request signal propagation

wg Worst-case waiting time for grant at C-MAC

tg Latency overhead for grant signal propagation

tp Latency overhead for transmitting a packet through wireless
network

n Number of real-time (RT) flows

buffering space of adjacent switches. For example Bd = 2L shows
hat the buffering space between two adjacent switches can be
ccupied with two packets of flow Fi. This case is depicted in Fig. 3

while switch k is a dummy switch at the input buffer of switch
j and the buffering space between switch k and switch j is L. So,
ndependent of packet flows in the buffer, the uk

i = uj
i equation

always holds.
Generally, when Bd = m × L + k where 0 < k < m,

emonstrates that one switch can be divided into m+1 switches,
.e., one real switch with m dummy switches (by rounding up Bd
o (m + 1) × L). So, UBi and MIi become:

Bi = ts1 + ts2 + (m + 1) ×

∑
j

uj
i, j = 0..hi (10)

MIi = ts1 + u0
i (11)

4.2. Wireless delay model

In order to characterize the performance of wireless commu-
nications in our WNoC architecture, we define some parameters
which are listed in Table 4. tr is the latency overhead for prop-
agating the request signal from a node to the C-MAC module, tg
is the latency overhead for propagating grant signal from C-MAC
module to applicant node, wg is the elapsed time between the
arrival instant of the request signal and the preparation instant
of the grant signal by C-MAC, and tp is the time to transmit
a packet through the wireless network. tp represents the effec-
ive delay that is observed in the physical environment. Thus,
his value incorporates information about delays that arise from
ransmission error and packet corruption. Note that, due to the
entral arbitration, medium access is contention-free. Therefore,
he wireless interference-related delay does not apply to our
odel.
We define the parameter ART which represents the arbiter re-

ponse time that calculates the time interval between the instant
f sending a request to the C-MAC and the instant of returning
he grant signal. For calculating ART , we calculate the worst-case
aiting time for a grant at C-MAC which can be achieved through
q. (12).

g = (n − 1)tg + (n − 1)tp (12)

Based on Eq. (12), the value of ART is achieved through
Eq. (13),

ART = t + w + t (13)
r g g

6

The worst-case time needed to acquire the grant signal is
the summation of three factors; The time to send a grant by
the C-MAC to all applicant nodes which have sent their requests
beforehand, the time needed for sending their packets, i.e., wg
and one request propagation latency and one grant propagation
latency for the current node. According to Eq. (13), the calculation
of wUBi can be done through Eq. (14).

wUBi = ts1 + ART + tp + ts2 (14)

The upper bound delay for sending a packet through the
wireless network consists of the time for injecting the packet to
the wireless buffer at the source (ts1), the worst-case latency for
acquiring a grant from C-MAC (ART ), the latency overhead for
transmitting the packet through wireless network (tp), and the
ime needed to eject the received packet from the wireless buffer
t the destination (ts2).

5. Delay optimization model

The analysis presented in the previous section provides the
insight required for guaranteeing the worst-case delay of RT pack-
ets. Accordingly, it is possible to achieve a pre-specified worst-
case delay by limiting the number of cores that are allowed to
send their packets through the wireless plane. Worst-case delay
performance, however, indicates very little about the average-
case delay performance of the system. Particularly, it is desirable
to consider the packet generation rate as well as the distance
between the source and destination of the flows, and accordingly
determine the optimal packet routing option which not only
respects the worst-case delay threshold but also attains the best
average-case performance.

In this section, we focus on the problem of minimizing the
average delay of the system, under the assumption of stationary
Markovian RT and NRT traffic flows. Furthermore, we assume
that the service rate of the arbitration module and wired routers,
which follow a deterministic distribution, are known. This as-
sumption along with a deterministic routing algorithm (i.e., X-Y
routing) allows us to efficiently compute the latency in differ-
ent parts of the system. To this end, we provide a method to
distribute RT and NRT traffic flows between the wireless and
wired network planes. Specifically, we distribute RT and NRT
traffic flows in proportion to their volumes between wireless
and wired network plane in a way that the average latency of
the wired network is minimized, while we meet all deadlines of
the RT flows. Here, another underlying assumption is that we
are able to split a flow into two arbitrary portions, to be sent
through wired and wireless networks, respectively. In practice,
the precision of achieving a split portion is a function of number
of packets and their lengths. Although we can get very close to the
desired portion value, a difference between theory and practice
is expected which might adversely affects the performance. We
further discuss the limitations and restrictions of the model at the
end of the section.

5.1. Problem definition

In this sub-section, we formulate the problem of optimizing
the distribution of traffic between the wired and the wireless
network planes. Our primary goal is designing an optimization
process to reduce the average latency of the network flows while
the average-case and worst-case delay of any single flow does
not exceed a pre-specified and application-dependent maximum
threshold. This objective is achieved by minimizing the maximum
average delay of the network flows. In addition to the physical
constraints of the problem, which include the service rate of
routers in the wired plane and the capacity of wireless links, the
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able 5
ptimization problem parameters and symbols.
Parameter Description

FRT Set of all RT flows
FNRT Set of all NRT flows
F = FRT ∪ FNRT Set of all flows
LFi Set of all links in the path of flow Fi
F Lj Set of all flows using link Lj
λi Injection rate of flow Fi
µw Service rate of wired routers
µCMAC Service rate of C-MAC module
Xi Portion of flow Fi transmitted via wired plane
aj Workload of the link Lj
aCMAC Workload of the C-MAC module

deadline of RT flows is a part of the optimization constraints as
well. In this way, the deadline of any RT flow will not be lost.
The average-delay and worst-delay threshold are assumed to be
given, which are determined according to the application and
factors such as the number of RT flows, packet generation rate
of RT flows, and the real-time requirements of the applications
that affect their value.

The problem is formally defined as follows. Suppose we have
n NoC where each router is connected to neighboring nodes
hrough a number of wired links. Also, assume that there is a
ireless antenna at each router through which a router can send
ackets to any desired destination directly. The wired plane uses
he XY routing scheme which is a deterministic routing protocol
hat allows us to pre-calculate the path of any flow in the wired
lane based on its source and destination. The data transmission
hrough the wireless plane is done according to the request and
rant mechanism described in the previous section.
The parameters and symbols used in the optimization problem

re listed in Table 5. There are a number of data flows in this
etwork, each with a specific source, destination, and packet
njection rate. Let us show all RT and NRT flows with FRT and FNRT ,
espectively, such that the set of all flows is F = FRT ∪ FNRT . For
ach flow Fi, we show the packet injection rate with λi. If the flow
i is sent through the wired plane, we will show the set of all the
inks through which flow Fi passes with LFi (this information is
vailable due to the XY routing mechanism). As discussed earlier,
ur goal is to distribute the flows between the wired and wireless
lane to minimize the network latency. To this end, we define the
ecision variable Xi, which represents the portion of flow Fi sent

through the wired network. For example, if Xi = 0.7, then 70% of
packets from flow Fi are sent through the wired plane while 30%
of packets sent through the wireless plane.

To formulate the optimization problem, we perform the fol-
lowing steps. In the first step, according to the decision variable
Xi, which will be obtained from the optimization problem, we
determine the traffic volume of each link as follows.

aj =

∑
∀Fi∈F

Lj

Xiλi (15)

Any amount of a flow that is not sent through the wired plane
must be sent via the wireless plane. Thus, the 1 − Xi portion of
flow Fi will be sent through the wireless plane. Since for sending
a packet via the wireless plane, a request signal must be sent to
-MAC, the request rate or workload of the C-MAC module can
e calculated as follows.

CMAC =

∑
∀Fi∈F

(1 − Xi)λi (16)

ccording to the traffic volume of each link (Eq. (15)) and the
orkload of the CMAC module (Eq. (16)), the link and the C-MAC
tilization factor can be written as follows.
Lj = aj/µw (17)

7

ρCMAC = aCMAC/µCMAC (18)

here µw and µCMAC are the service rate of a wireline router and
-MAC module, respectively.
Given that each flow might be divided between the wired

nd wireless paths, to calculate the latency of each flow, we
alculate the latency of sending each flow wirelessly and wired
ndividually.

To calculate the flow latency when a flow Fi is sent through
the wired plane, we sum up the latency of all wired links along
the flow path. We use the M/D/1 queue formula to calculate the
latency of each link. In this way, the latency of flow Fi on the
wired plane is calculated as follows.

dwire
Fi =

∑
∀Lj∈LFi

1
µw

+
ρLj

2µw(1 − ρLj )
(19)

oreover, we use the following constraint to ensure that the
uffer length of each individual router in the wired network is
espected,

×
ρL

2µw(1 − ρL)
≤ Bd ×

1
µw

, ∀L (20)

where, the left-hand-side of equation computes the maximum
queuing delay, which is ensured to be less than or equal to
maximum time that a buffer with depth Bd can accommodate for.
Here, Γ is a coefficient to relate the average delay ρL

2µw (1−ρL)
to the

aximum delay, which is determined from experiment.
The latency of sending a flow through the wireless plane

onsists of two parts. The first part involves waiting time for a
rant signal from the C-MAC module which is proportional to
he workload of C-MAC. We formulate this waiting time in both
f the average and worst-case to calculate the average-case and
he worst-case latency of wireless plane. Finally, we will apply a
eadline to the delays, and try to meet the deadline through the
ptimization problem. To formulate the average waiting time for
grant, we utilize the M/D/1 queuing model, so the waiting time

s written as follows.

CMAC
avg =

1
µCMAC

+
ρCMAC

2µCMAC (1 − ρCMAC )
(21)

o calculate the worst-case waiting time of a flow for a grant
rom C-MAC, initially, we calculate the number of flows which
ent through the wireless plane. Since the C-MAC module works
ccording to the Round-Robin fashion, the worst-case waiting
ime of a flow to reach the head of C-MAC queue is equal to the
otal waiting time to grant all prior flows. Regarding the division
f traffic between wireless and wired networks, and based on the
ecision variable Xi, the number of flows sent from the wireless
etwork is as follows.

Fi∈F

⌈(1 − Xi)⌉ (22)

ue to the latency overhead for propagating grant signal from
C-MAC module to applicant router (tg ), and the time to transmit
a packet through the wireless plane (tp), the worst-case waiting
time will be as follows.

dCMAC
worst = (tg + tp) ×

∑
Fi∈F

⌈(1 − Xi)⌉ (23)

ike the average-case analysis of the waiting time for the grant
ignal, we apply a deadline to the worst-case waiting time for a
rant. To this end, we have restricted the number of flows that
an be sent through the wireless plane. We set the upper bound
or the number of flows that can be transmitted wirelessly, which
s calculated based on the real-time constraints imposed by the
pplications. In this way, by applying restriction on the number
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f flows that transmit through the wireless plane, we meet the
pplication’s deadline.
The second part of the latency of sending a flow through the

ireless plane consists of the latency of propagating the request
ignal to the C-MAC module (tr ), the latency of propagating grant
ignal from the C-MAC module (tg ), and the time to transmit a
acket through the wireless link (tp). So we can write the second
art as follows.
wl

= tr + tg + tp (24)

hrough Eqs. (21) to (24), we calculate the average-case and the
orst-case latency of transmitting a flow through the wireless
lane as follows.

verage latency of wireless plane = dCMAC
avg + dwl (25)

orst-case latency of wireless plane = dCMAC
worst + dwl (26)

e define the parameters MTAL and MTWL which represent the
aximum tolerable average latency and maximum tolerable worst

latency, respectively, and apply them as follows:

dCMAC
avg + dwl

≤ MTAL (27)

dCMAC
worst + dwl

≤ MTWL (28)

Using this parameter, it is possible to determine how close the
wireless network is to the saturation point and how much the
average delay in the wireless network is acceptable. Clearly, the
higher tolerable latency on the wireless network, i.e., the greater
MTAL, the load in the wireless network increases, which results
in more latency. On the other hand, if the MTAL is reduced, the
number of packets sent through the wireless network will be
reduced.

To give the RT flows a higher priority for transmitting through
the wireless plane, we add another constraint to the problem. In
this way there is only a possibility of transmitting an NRT flow
wirelessly where all RT flows are sent through the wireless plane.
To address this, we apply the following constraint.

1 − Xi > 0 →

∑
∀Fi∈FRT

(1 − Xi) = |FRT | , ∀i : Fi ∈ FNRT (29)

So, we differentiate between RT and NRT flows, and give
higher priority to RT flows for using the wireless plane. In this
way, we use the wireless network capacity as best as possible.
If wireless network capacity is less than RT traffic volume, then
RT flows are sent wirelessly, which will ultimately have the least
effect on the latency of wired plane. Otherwise, with respect to
the deadlines of RT flows, a proper portion of the NRT flows will
also be sent through the wireless plane, which again will lead to
the maximum reduction in the latency of wired plane. It is note-
worthy to mention that all the constraints here are second-order
cones or linearizable equations and therefore existing commercial
optimization solvers, like Gurobi [50], can efficiently solve the
problem.

Finally, as the goal of our optimization problem, we minimize
the maximum average latency of the wired plane, while we
are confident in meeting deadlines on the wireless plane. This
assurance is achieved through the constraints (27) to (29). The
optimization problem is shown in Table 6.

Discussion. The optimization model presented in Table 6 as-
sumes stationary traffic flows. However, in some applications
(e.g. [51]) the traffic may exhibit a non-stationary behavior as the
application changes its phase. In these situations, one can extend
the proposed model with the concept of application phase and
time, where every input value and decision variable is indexed by
phase and time. Moreover, a series of modifications becomes nec-
essary to connect the constraints of successive time steps. Also,
8

Table 6
Optimization problem of network load distribution.
Optimal wireless load formulation summary

min. max {dwire
Fi : ∀Fi ∈ F} (15)

aj =

∑
∀Fi∈F

Lj

Xiλi ∀j ∈ E (15a)

aCMAC =

∑
∀Fi∈F

(1 − Xi)λi (15b)

ρLj = aj/µw ∀j ∈ E (15c)

ρCMAC = aCMAC/µCMAC (15d)

dwire
Fi =

∑
∀Lj∈LFi

1
µw

+
ρLj

2µw(1 − ρLj )
∀Fi ∈ F (15e)

dCMAC
avg =

1
µCMAC

+
ρCMAC

2µCMAC (1 − ρCMAC )
(15f )

dCMAC
worst = (tg + tp) ×

∑
Fi∈F

⌈(1 − Xi)⌉ (15g)

dCMAC
avg + dwl

≤ MTAL (15h)

dCMAC
worst + dwl

≤ MTWL (15i)

1 − Xi > 0 →

∑
∀Fi∈FRT

(1 − Xi) = |FRT | ∀i : Fi ∈ FNRT (15j)

it is interesting to investigate the extension of proposed model
with the non-stationary Poisson processes and queuing models
like [52,53]. Our proposed model, nevertheless, can serve as a
template to employ these more sophisticated packet arrival mod-
els. In our model, we used M/D/1 queuing model to compute the
delays and used constraint (20) for modeling the effect of buffer
size. However, it is possible to consider the existence of buffers
more accurately by using a M/D/1/K queue model (see [54]).
However, this model has a more complex analytical equation
for the delay, which complicates the solution of optimization
problem.

6. Results and analysis

In this section, we evaluate the average-case and the worst-
case performance parameters simultaneously on different net-
works as a result of the proposed method. For this purpose,
multiple real or synthetic workloads are applied in three different
scenarios. The scenarios are as follows:

• In scenario 1 (SC1), we utilize a simple wired mesh NoC as
the baseline architecture. So, the whole traffic, including RT
and NRT are routed through the wired plane.

• Scenario 2 (SC2) is a hybrid viable [24,55] wired/wireless
NoC structure wherein each switch is equipped with an
antenna, as described in Section 3. In this scenario, the RT
flows are routed through the wireless network while NRT
flows use the wired network.

• In Scenario 3 (SC3), the network structure is the same as
SC2, but the RT and NRT traffic flows are distributed be-
tween the wired and wireless planes based on the decision
of an optimization problem described in Section 5.

6.1. Average performance evaluation

In order to show the scalability of the proposed approach in
terms of the network size, we have considered mesh sizes 4 × 4,
6 × 6, and 8 × 8. For this purpose, extensive simulation has
been carried out to evaluate the average performance metrics
using the Booksim2.0 [56] simulator. The simulation exploits full
mesh traffic distribution, in which the destinations of the flows

are distributed uniformly among all the nodes. For SC1, in which
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ll the traffic is routed in the wired plane, a standard imple-
entation of a best-effort credit-based wormhole NoC is used.
or SC2, employing the wired network for NRT and the wireless
or RT traffic, the C-MAC is integrated inside the simulator. This
ntegration facilitates extracting accurate average performance
arameters for the packets of RT flows sent through the wireless
lane.
As depicted in Fig. 4, the baseline wired network (SC1) is

ompared to two different examples implemented on the wired/
ireless network (SC2) in which 10% and 30% of the traffic flows
re considered to be RT. We should bear in mind that 10% is
easonable for real-time applications [27], and 30% is consid-
red as an extreme condition for evaluation purposes. The figure
hows the saturation point of the wireless plane outperforms the
ired plane by far when comparing c2 with c1 (in SC2 and SC1,
espectively. This is true also for c4 compared to c1 (in SC2 and
C1), when comparing the whole packets in the network. We
ave considered a viable wireless network configuration in terms
f feasibility of physical implementation [3,55] and also the over-
ead (as reported in Section 6.4) incurred by adding the wireless
lane to a baseline wired network. For the case of SC2 when
0% of the flows are RT, due to limited capacity of the wireless
lane, the average delay of the RT flows (c5) is worse than the
verage-case of SC1 (c1). We have extracted experimentally for
he 4 × 4 network the turning point in which the RT flows will
exhibit better average performance than sending the RT flows
on the wired plane in SC1 is when 18% of the flows are RT. In
other words, the hybrid wireless/wired network will not worsen
the average delay of the RT flows in SC2 compared to SC1, if at
most 18% of the (RT) flows use the wireless plane for our viable
network setup. It is evident, in any case the average delay for NRT
flows exhibits better results in SC2 compared to SC1. We have
examined this situation for 6 × 6 and also 8 × 8 networks and
ave observed similar behavior (Figs. 5 and 6). The turning point
or these networks is 17% and 15% respectively. This evaluation
onfirms the fact that by using a wireless plane for RT traffics the
verage-case performance is not deteriorated and even improved.
t the same time, we have provided extremely better hard and
ight worst-case performance metrics for RT flows by employing
he wireless plane as is discussed in the following subsection.
igs. 4, 5, and 6 also demonstrate that the zero-load latency for
T flows in SC2 outperforms SC1 due to the fewer hop counts in
he wireless plane compared to the wired counterpart in which
ow zero-load latency is crucial for such networks.

.2. Worst-case performance evaluation

Figs. 7a and 7b illustrate the performance speedup in terms of
orst-case latency and guaranteed bandwidth for SC2 compared
o SC1 for different variants of full mesh networks (4 × 4 with
40, 6 × 6 with 1260 and 8 × 8 with 4032 flows). Fig. 7a
hows the worst-case delay speedup (reduction) parameter. In
his figure, the horizontal axes show the number of RT flows in
ifferent cases ranging from zero to the number of flows. The full
ange is covered for evaluation purposes. Although, as discussed
arlier in real-world RT applications at most 10% of the flows
re RT, but exploring the results in wider range helps to clarify
he subject and also the robustness of the proposed methods. For
his purpose, we have considered all the combinations in which
specific number of traffic flows are RT and evaluated the flows’
verage worst-case latency speedup. As seen for the case of 4 × 4
etwork, in case 10% (24 out of 240) of the flows are RT, the
elay is decreased by a factor of 58x for RT flows, in which such
xtremely low delay is essential in real-time applications. In this
ase, the NRT flows exhibit a worst-case latency decrease by a
actor of 3x, although not an important metric for them as it is
9

for their RT counterparts. These numbers for 6 × 6 and 8 × 8
networks are 111x and 2860x. It should be noted although very
dense scenarios may never happen in real-world, but we have
evaluated them to show the scalability of the proposed approach.
Fig. 7b shows the guaranteed bandwidth improvement, in which
for the 10% case, the average bandwidth is increased by a factor
of 75x, 127x, and 3156x for RT flows in 4 × 4, 6 × 6, and 8 × 8
counterparts, respectively.

We have also applied the proposed idea to a real-world multi-
media application named D26-Media from [27] with 25 IP-cores
and 67 traffic flows in which 7 of them are RT (specified as
filled circles in Fig. 8). The architectures are selected from both
4 × 4 and 5 × 5 hybrid mesh networks. The horizontal axes
how the index of traffic flows. The RT flows’ average worst-case
atency and bandwidth metrics improve by 80% and 301% for
mplementing D26-Media application on a 4 × 4 mesh respec-
ively. The results for implementing on a 5 × 5 mesh are 98%
nd 3666%. Moreover, the improvement of these parameters for
he NRT flows are 12% and 20% on the 4 × 4 mesh and 10% and
8% on the 5 × 5 mesh networks.

6.3. Average vs. worst-case performance evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the proposed optimization prob-
lem which is described as SC3. For this purpose, the results of the
optimization problem for two real-world applications are com-
pared with SC1 and SC2. These applications, which are referred to
as 36core-4 [57] and D26-Media [58], are mapped on a 6 × 6 and
5 × 5 meshes, respectively. In 36core-4, 24 flows out of 144 and
n D26-Media, 7 flows out of 67 are the RT flows. In this section,
e evaluate the average performance of the system and hence
ake sure that all the packet delivery deadlines are guaranteed
y setting MTWL to the possible maximum latency which is 144
nd 100 cycles for the meshes of size 36 and 25, respectively. This
llows the optimization program to send traffic from any core to
he wireless plane.

valuation criteria. We consider packet and flow latency as eval-
ation criteria to compare and evaluate three proposed scenarios.
he latency of a flow is the average delay of all packets belonging
o that flow. After calculating the flow latency, we report the
verage latency of all flows, denoted by FAVG, as well as the
aximum observed latency of any flow and any packet, denoted
y FMAX and PMAX , respectively. Remember that the objective
f the optimization program is to minimize the FAVG subject to
he upper-bound constraint on the values of FMAX and PMAX ,
pecified by the MTAL and MTWL parameters defined in Section 5.

36core-4 latency. The total size of the RT flows in this appli-
ation is rather higher than the capacity of the wireless channel,
nd therefore, we expect to observe that the naive approach of
C2, i.e., sending all RT flows via the wireless channel, cause
igh delays due to saturation. Since wireless network capacity
s limited and rapidly approaches the state of saturation, such
ndesirable conditions are observed if the amount of traffic sent
o the wireless network is greater than its capacity. Indeed, we
an see, in Table 7, that the maximum packet latency is 131 cycles
hich is close to the maximum possible latency of 144 cycles. As
xpected, the wired traffic density under SC2 is lower compared
o SC1, and average flow latency is reduced from 20 cycles to 17.9
ycles. However, the maximum flow latency is not changed and
s equal to 33 cycles for both of these scenarios. The proposed
ptimization model, i.e., SC3, accounts for the volume of RT flows
nd avoids sending all of them via the wireless channel to prevent
verloading the C-MAC. Since the SC3 uses the MTAL parameter
o control how close the C-MAC can be to the saturation state, we,
or a closer examination of the effect of MTAL on the performance
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Fig. 4. Average-case analysis for a 4 × 4 mesh.

Fig. 5. Average-case analysis for a 6 × 6 mesh.

Fig. 6. Average-case analysis for an 8 × 8 mesh.
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Fig. 7. Worst-case delay and bandwidth analysis.
Fig. 8. Worst-case analysis of D26-Media application applied on different mesh sizes.
Table 7
36core-4.

Wired Wireless All
FAVG FMAX PMAX PKT# F# FAVG FMAX PMAX PKT# F# FAVG

SC1 20.1 33.2 45 − − − − − − − 20.1
SC2 18.7 33.2 43 1200000 120 13.6 13.8 131 240000 24 17.9
SC3(25) 19.9 33.2 42 1364759 142 12.4 12.5 47 75241 24 18.8
SC3(30) 18.9 33.2 42 1252673 117 12.7 12.9 92 187327 24 18.1
SC3(35) 18.0 33.2 40 1066471 113 17.3 21 126 373529 45 17.8
SC3(40) 18.0 33.1 39 1038896 113 18.7 29 140 401104 46 18.2
t
2
w
t
t
c
f
c
i
f
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of the optimization problem, examine the values of MTAL = 25,
TAL = 30, MTAL = 35, and MTAL = 40.
We see that SC3(25) avoids undesirable packet delays like

hat is observed under SC2, i.e., 131 cycles, by reducing the num-
er of packets that use the wireless channel by about 69% which
esults in the maximum packet latency of 47 cycles and 64%
eduction. This suggests that the proposed optimization method
ffectively prevents the wireless network from being saturated,
nd has never injected it over the capacity of the wireless net-
ork. Moreover, the average delay in the wireless network has

allen between 13.6 cycles in SC2 and 12.4 in SC3, and the maxi-
um flow latency has fallen between 13.8 cycles in SC2 and 12.5

n SC3. Sending more packets through the wired plane increases
he average flow latency in the wired plane, from 18.7 cycles
o 19.9 cycles. The maximum flow latency in the wired network
emains unchanged at 33.2 cycles. Furthermore, Fig. 9a shows the
verage latency for all flows sent through the wireless plane. We
ee that the latency of all flows is less than the MTAL parameter.
 T

11
By setting the MTAL to 30 cycles, SC3 is allowed to increase
he traffic load of the wireless channel, compared to MTAL =

5. We can see that, in Table 7, the number of packets in the
ireless network is roughly increased by a factor of 2.4, still less
han what is observed in SC2. Because the number of packets
hat use the wireless channel increases and it has lower latency
ompared to the wired network (on average), the overall average
low latency is reduced, compared to SC3(25), and reaching 18.1
ycles. However, the average flow latency of the wireless network
ncreases from 12.5 cycles to 12.7. In this case, the maximum
low latency of the wireless plane increases from 12.5 cycles to
2.9. For the wired plane, since it routes a smaller number of
ackets, the average flow latency is reduced around 6% compared
o SC3(25); however, it is still slightly above what is observed
n SC2. Another noteworthy point is that the maximum packet
atency of the wireless network increase from 47 to 92 cycles.
his means that the optimizer has allowed taking the wireless
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Fig. 9. Latency of 36core-4 flows.
Table 8
D26-Media.

Wired Wireless All
FAVG FMAX PMAX PKT# F# FAVG FMAX PMAX PKT# F# FAVG

SC1 17.9 37.0 43 − − − − − − − 17.9
SC2 17.8 37.0 43 600000 − 12.1 12.2 35 70000 − 17.2
SC3(25) 16.8 29.0 33 554993 − 12.4 24 45 115007 − 15.1
SC3(50) 16.6 29.0 33 215724 − 13.5 25.2 78 454276 − 14.7
SC3(75) 16.7 29.0 33 213354 − 13.5 33.0 83 456646 − 14.7
SC3(100) 16.9 29.0 32 212599 − 13.5 42.1 87 457401 − 14.8
d
p
H
d
a
w
c
d
1
t
a

network to saturation point so that such a large delay has oc-
curred and since the wireless network is very sensitive to the
traffic load, it rapidly approaches the saturation point. However,
this delay has a considerable distance from 131 cycles which
is observable under SC2. The next point is that for SC3(35) the
value of MTAL is large enough to allow the optimizer to load
the wireless channel to the point that the number of packets
transmitted via the wireless channel exceeds what is achieved
by SC2. Consequently, the load on the wired network reduces
significantly, by about 1.9 cycles compared to SC3(25), and the
overall average flow latency reaches 17.8 which is lower than SC2,
SC3(25), and SC3(30). This trend is observed in SC3(40) where the
increased number of packets transmitted through the wireless
channel causes a considerable delay at the wireless channel and
the overall average flow latency reaches 18.2 cycles. Furthermore,
Figs. 9b, 9c, and 9d show that the average latency of all flows
is less than the respective value of the parameter MTAL and the
ptimizer is able to guarantee this maximum latency for them.
D26-Media latency. The number of RT flows is low in this

pplication compared to the capacity of the C-MAC (, in contrast
o the 36core-4). Therefore, to fully utilize the wireless channel
nd achieve an optimal average delay a portion of NRT flows
hould be sent through the wireless plane. Consequently, the
aive approach of the SC2 is not sufficient to achieve the best
erformance. Again, for a deeper analysis, we present the results
f running SC3 with four different values of MTAL, i.e., 25, 50,

75, and 100. Specifically, Table 8 shows that SC3(25) sends about
64% more packets through the wireless channel which leads
to a significantly lower delay in the wired network while not
12
exacerbating the state of the wireless channel. Using SC3(25), the
average delay of the wired network reaches 16.8 cycles (from 17.8
cycles of SC2). Furthermore, the maximum flow latency and the
maximum packet latency of 37 and 43 cycles in SC2, is reduced
to 29 and 33 cycles in SC3, respectively. Moreover, the C-MAC
still remains in an unsaturated state and only shows a less than
0.3 cycles increase of average flow latency. Considering all the
packets transmitted through a wired and wireless planes we see
a 13% decrease in the average flow latency, achieving 15.1 cy-
cles from 17.2 cycles under SC2. Specifically, the maximum flow
latency increases from 12.2 cycles to 24 cycles and maximum
packet latency increases from 35 cycles to 45 cycles. Remember
that, in a 5 × 5 mesh network, the maximum packet latency is
100 cycles, therefore, the network still is far from being saturated.
The average delay for all the flows that are transmitted via the
wireless plane is depicted in Fig. 10a which shows that all of them
are significantly lower than the tolerable delay parameter, MTAL.

As we increase the value of MTAL, at first, the overall delay
ecreases. The reason is that the wireless channel still has ca-
acity and sending more packets through it reduces the delay.
owever, beyond a certain threshold (50 cycles here), the delay
oes not change since the optimizer avoids saturating the C-MAC
nd does not send more packets to it. Specifically, we can see that
hen we set MTAL = 50, the overall delay decreases, from 15.1
ycles, to 14.7 cycles. However, settingMTAL = 75 orMTAL = 100
oes not change the overall delay significantly. Table 8 and Figs.
0c and 10d show that the number of packets and flows that are
ransmitted through the wireless plane by setting MTAL = 75
nd MTAL = 100 are relatively equal to what we observed under
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Table 9
Area overhead of C-MAC module compared to router’s area.
Module type ↓ Area (µm2) ↓

Baseline router (BR) 108805
Baseline router with RF
transceiver (HB)

468805

RF transceiver 360000 [3]

NoC Mesh size → 4 × 4 6 × 6 8 × 8 10 × 10

C-MAC area (µm2) 453 1115 1997 3146
C-MAC area per router
(µm2)

28.3 31.0 31.2 31.4

C-MAC area overhead
compared to BR

0.42% 1.03% 1.84% 2.9%

C-MAC area overhead
per hybrid router

0.006% 0.007% 0.007% 0.007%

MTAL = 50. Table 8 shows that the average flow latency in wired
lane is close to 16.7 for all three values of MTAL parameter, and
he average flow latency in wireless plane is equal to 13.5 for all
f them. Again, Figs. 10b, 10c, and 10d show the average latency
or all flows sent through wireless plane which demonstrates
hat the delay of all flows under the specified MTAL parameters
nd the optimization model is able to guarantee the maximum
verage latency.

.4. Area overhead

Table 9 shows the area overhead of the proposed C-MAC
rbiter compared to the area of hybrid router (HB) in SC2 for
ifferent network sizes. Furthermore, to show the area overhead
f the C-MAC module, we report the C-MAC area per router
nd the per-router area overhead of C-MAC module in a hybrid
oC for different mesh sizes. As it is shown in the table the C-
AC area per router is approximately 30 µm2 which is around
.007% of a HB area. These results extracted using our VHDL
mplementation of the router, applied to 45 nm VLSI Technology
nd Synopsys Prime-Power synthesis tool.
13
To further clarify the scalability of the proposed architecture, it
s critical to note that it is feasible to create multiple distinct on-
hip frequency channels through current CMOS technology [2,35].
y increasing the number of on-chip processing cores, the chip
an be divided into different zones with a dedicated frequency
o realize wireless communication within a zone and a CMAC
odule to implement the media access control process. In this
ay, all the wireless transmissions within a specific zone can
e carried out without any interference from other zones. Also,
he area overhead of the CMAC module is kept proportional
o the limited number of cores in each region. In this case, to
urther facilitate the communication process and minimizing the
nter-communication between different zones, it will be helpful
hat during the task mapping process, all the tasks belong to an
pplication are mapped within a single zone.

. Conclusions

This paper proposed the idea of a hybrid wireless/wired router
apped on variable-sized mesh NoCs. It also proposed the struc-

ure of an arbitration unit for the wireless section, in which
he worst-case performance metrics are improved significantly
ompared to a baseline best-effort wired NoC employing dif-
erent scenarios. The first scenario (SC1) is a base-line wired
esh network, which is used to evaluate the other two scenar-

os. The second scenario (SC2) suggests to send the real-time
raffic through the wireless plane, while the remaining portion
o be routed through the wired plane. Employing this scenario
esults in significantly better worst-case performance param-
ters for the real-time portion and slightly better worst-case
arameters for the non real-time traffics. This is true when both
he real-time and non real-time traffics exhibit better average-
ase performance parameters for known viable structures and
pplications. As a result the main goal in this scenario has been
ignificantly improved the worst-case performance parameters
or the real-time traffic. The third scenario (SC3) aims at improv-
ng the average-case performance parameters while the required
orst-case performance is not violated using a hybrid traffic
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istribution approach through the planes along with an opti-
ization problem solving. The result is significant worst-case
nd average-case parameters improvement over the base-line ap-
roach. The analytical model to calculate the worst-case param-
ters for the network is provided and the proposed method has
een evaluated employing different real or synthetic applications.
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